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0 South Piney Spur Road, Ellijay, GA 30540 Cleared Area at Top of the Ridge

PROPERTY INFORMATION SHEET

PRICE:  $164,900 ACREAGE:  10.74+/- acres     COUNTY:  Gilmer    AREA OF COUNTY: Southeast 

DISTRICT: 6th        SECTION:  1st           LANDLOT:  319

TERMS: Cash     TOPOGRAPHY:  Flat along the ridge line to gentle slope

STREAMS ON PROPERTY: None                                       MINERAL RIGHTS:  Included

DESCRIPTION:  A SPECTACULAR VIEW from this 10.74 acres in eastern Gilmer County (Ellijay).  The 
land is perfectly flat along the top of the ridgeline, where the building site and view are, and 
predominately gently slopes on the south side of the property.  Roadways, friendly to the typical family 
vehicle, lead up to the top of the ridgeline; the area itself is far from noise and neighbors.  The building 
site offers ideal circumstances for a one or more level home with or without daylight basement and all 
levels o the home would be afforded a spectacular view.  As a weekend getaway, there is a cleared usable 
area along the top of the ridgeline for your RV, picnicking, or just drinking in the view.  The open 
hardwood forest allows for unimpeded hiking beneath the canopy.  The mountains viewed directly to the 
north are part of the Rich Mountain Wilderness Area and the elevations visible in northwest distance, 
lifting to over 4000’ above sea level, are in the Cohutta Wilderness Area.  The view extends all the way to 
the Tennessee state line.  The owners are open to thoughts of installing underground power and a drilled 
well as part of the deal!

SCHOOL-ELEM: N/A                              MIDDLE:  N/A                    HIGH:  N/A

SETTING/LAND: Flat along ridgeline to gently sloping.

BUILDINGS ON PROPERTY: None          RESTRICTIONS: Minimal                 POWER/TELEPHONE: None    

STREET/ACCESS:  South Piney Spur Road, Gravel                                       PLAT/SURVEY AVAILABLE: Yes      

DIRECTIONS:  From Ellijay:  Take Hwy. 52 East 10+/- miles, turn right onto South Piney Spur Rd. (at 
Ebenezer Church), go 2.3 miles to top of the mountain (through and beyond “The Highlands”), property 
fronts the right side of the roadway at Dover realty “for sale” sign.

**THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS DERIVED FROM SOURCES 
BELIEVED TO BE CORRECT, BUT IT IS NOT GUARANTEED.
Complete info at http://www.vinsondoverrealty.com

       Vic Dover:  706-265-5855
Melissa Dover:  706-344-8850
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